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ANY different mutant genes in the mouse, including W and f ,  combine 
effects on quality and distribution of hair pigmentation with pathological 

effects in a variety of other tissues. These effects on pigment formation may stem 
either directly from a primary-gene effect on melanoblast differentiation, or, may 
merely reflect the melanoblast's response to changes in its environment. 

Mutations at the W and f loci offer particularly favorable material for dis- 
tinguishing between these possibilities. Both W and f mutant alleles affect blood 
formation during fetal life, and both lead to white-spotting in the hair coat. The 
f,/f mice usually also have flexed tails, produced by vertebral fusion. Total body 
growth may also be affected in homozygous f / f  or W/W individuals. Flexed 
fetuses suffer from transitory but severe microcytic siderocytic anemia, particu- 
larly marked from the 13th to the 16th days of gestation, but still discernible 
during the first week after birth (GRUNEBERG 1942a, b; RUSSELL and MACFAR- 
LAND 1965). On most genetic backgrounds, flexed mice invariably show tail- 
flexures and ventral white-spotting. Homozygous W/W individuals, which are 
afflicted with very severe macrocytic anemia, already apparent at the 12th day 
of gestation, almost invariably die shortly after birth (DEABERLE 1927; RUSSELL 
and MCFARLAND 1965). Doubly anemic fetuses (W/W f / f )  combine both defects 
and die before birth (RUSSELL and MCFARLAND 1965). All W/W mice which 
survive long enough to develop a hair coat are black-eyed whites, with no melano- 
cytes discernible in their hair follicles (MARKERT and SILVERS 1956). All W/+ 
mice show ventral white spotting. 

In the present study we have followed the changes in blood values from birth 
to 60 days in mice differing in W or  f genotype, or both, and have followed body 
growth in the same mice. We have also studied the amount and distribution of 
w hite-spotting in their hair-coats. By seeking evidence of association of presence 
(and amount) of white-spotting with fetal or newborn anemia, we have found 
that the spotting of W / f  mice can hardly be a secondary effect of anemia, and 
have cast doubt on this same hypothesis as an explanation of white-spotting in 
f/'f mice. 

' This investigation was supported in part by Public Health Service Research Grant CA-01074 from the National Cancer 
Institute, in part by Grant P338 kom the American Cancer Society, and in part by Contract AT(30-1)-1800 with the 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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FIGURE 1 .-Derivation of the FL/Re inbred mouse strain (A) ; of congenic FL/Re-W/+ f/+ 
stock (B) ; and of FL/Re-+/+ stock (C). 

a From W B n e  inbred strain. b FE flexed animals from partially inbred stock derived from crosses between inbred 
C Number of intervening generations of full-sib matings. strain CBH/J and Snell's WA linkage-testing stock. 

d From WC/Re inbred strain. e Most advanced inbreeding or backcross generation in November, 1965. 
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PLEIOTROPISM I N  THE M O U S E  95 1 

MATERIALS A N D  METHODS 

Animal stocks: In order to evaluate effects of different mutant genes on blood formation and 
amount of white-spotting, it is essential to have them segregating against one uniform genetic 
background. An inbred strain, FL/Re, carrying the gene f, was developed by repeated generations 
of brother-sister matings (F19 to F,, at the time of these experiments) (Figure 1). We should 
report that biochemical tests have demonstrated that these flexed mice also carry Lub (FL/Re- 
-t/+ Lubf/Lubf) causing a low level of delta-aminolevulinic dehydratase (D. L. COLEMAN, 
personal communication). The Lu locus is very closely linked with f in genetic linkage group 
XIV (RUSSELL and COLEMAN, unpublished results). At the same time a highly congenic line 
segregating for W/+ and Lubf/Lva+ was developed by repeated backcrossing of W/+f/+ 
individuals to members of the most advanced inbreeding generation of this incipient inbred line 
(FL/Re-W/f Lvbf/Lfl+) (Figure 1). In the remainder of this paper we have chosen not to 
state the Lu genotype of each animal, since there is no reason to believe that alleles at this locus 
will have any effect on either blood cell values or pigment distribution. I t  may be assumed in 
every case that the Lub allele accompanies the f mutant allele, and Lua goes along with its normal 
counterpart. In the backcross line, mice of four phenotypically distinguishable types appeared in 
each generation (Figure 2 ) .  All mice in  this segregating stock were examined within one day after 
birth and anemic (pale) individuals presumed to be of the f / f  genotype, were identified by toe- 
clipping. Invariably these pale newborns later developed a white belly spot, and usually, but not 
always, they also showed perceptible tail flexure. Flexed individuals with a large amount of white- 
spotting were classified at four to five weeks as of the W/+ f / f  genotype and breeding tests 
confirmed the accuracy of these classifications (Table 1). A homozygous nonflexed stock (FL/Re- 
-t/+ +/+) was developed by mating together FL/Re-+/+ f / +  pairs and identifying +/+ 
-t/+ females and males among their offspring by breeding tests (all normal offspring in crosses 
to known +/+ f/f mice, Table 1). By similar means we also produced a nonflexed stock carrying 
the W mutant (FL/Re-W/+ +/+). 

Methods. All blood counts included in this paper were determined on a Coulter Electronic 
Cell Counter, Model B (Amplification 1, Aperture .707). Mean and distribution of erythrocyte 
volumes were also determined on the Coulter Counter from direct counts of numbers of cells of 
different size (“windows of ten”). Hematocrit percentages were determined with heparinized 
capillary tubes in an International flat-angle microhematocrit centrifuge (RUSSELL 1963). Body 
weights were determined on a Shadowgraph scale. 

The proportional area of white in the hair coat of spotted animals was established by the use 
of standard magnification polaroid photographs (body without tail, 9 to 10 cm on photograph) 
of dorsal and ventral views of four to five week old mice. Total area and area of white-spotting 
were determined for each photograph with a Keuffel and Esser compensating polar planimeter, 
and the value recorded was proportion of white-spotted area, in percent (RUSSELL, LAWSON, 
and SCHABTACH 1957). 

TABLE 1 

Results of breeding tests* to confirm genotype of mice segregating in crosses within FL/Re stocks 

Genotype assigned to parent 

Genotype assigned to offspring 

W / +  f/+ +/+ f/+ w/+ f / f  +/+ f / f  

W/+ f/+t +/+ f /+  
W/+ f / f  +/+ f/f 
W/+ +/+ +/+ +/+ 

69 58 52 47 
0 79 0 55 
0 0 16 19 
0 0 0 122 

39 30 0 0 
0 6.E 0 0 

* Individuals in segregating litters were mated to known FL/Re-+/+ f/f mice. 
t Pooled results from backcross generabons 15 to 18, as outlined in Figure 1. 
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RESULTS 

Blood imlues: Blood counts taken for mice of six different genotypes a t  0, 7, 
14, 28 and 60 days postnatal (Table 2) showed clearly that mice of the two f/f 
genotypes hare significantly lower red cell numbers at 0 days than do mice of 
the f / +  and +/+ genotypes, but that this difference in cell number has disap- 
peared by 7 days postnatal (Table 2). It is conceirabl:, also that at birth one dose of 
the flexed gene ( W / +  f/+. +/+ f/+) has some effect on erythrocyte number. 
As far as can be judged from these data, the effect of f on red cell number in 
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PLEIOTROPISM IN THE MOUSE . 953 

TABLE 2 

Changes in blood values from birth to 60 days in FL/Re mice differing in W and f genotype 

Age - Genotype 

W locus j l a u s  0 days 7 days 14 days 28 days 

Red cell counts 
+/+ +/+ 3.75 t 0.10* 4.03 t 0.10 5.35 t 0.10 7.70 t 0.11 
W/+ +/+ 4.26 i 0.12 4.34 k 0.19 5.95 t 0.12 8.04 t 0.10 
$/+ f/+ 3.49 t 0.09 4.14 i 0.11 5.2.3 t 0.11 7.82 t 0.17 
W/+ f/+ 4.17 t 0.13 4.47 t 0.04 5.86 t 0.11 8.19 t 0.19 
+/+ f/f 2.78 t 0.07 3.90 t 0.09 5.24 t 0.08 7.60 t 0.12 
W/+ f/f 3.21 t 0.07 4.27 k 0.11 5.81 t 0.09 8.29 t 0.13 

0-14 days, W/+ is significantly greater than +/+ (P < .001) 
0 days, f/f is significantly smaller than f/+ (P < .001) 
7 days f/f is not significantly smaller than f/+ (P = 0.2) 

Probability that differences are due to chance:t 

Mean erythrocyte volumes 
+/+ f/+ 137 & 4$ 92 i 3 68 t 2 59 t 2 
W/+ f/+ 123 t 3 86 t 3 62 t 1 57 -c 2 

W/+ f/f 114 t 3 91 t 2 62 t 2 55 t 1 
+/+ f/f 115 t 4 96 t 2 65 i 1 58 t 1 

Probability that differences are due to chance:? 
0-14 days, W/+ is significantly smaller than +/+ (P < .001) 
0 days, f/f is significantly smaller than f/+ (P < .001) 
7 days, f/f is significantly larger than f/+ (P < .01) 

Hematocrit levels 
+/+ +/+ 43.4 t 1.1s 36.2 i 0.9 36.8 t 0.7 44.9 t 0.4 
W/+ +/+ 45.1 t 1.3 38.4 t 1.1 36.9 t 1.0 45.4 t 0.5 
+/+ f/+ 46.8 t 0.8 37.7 t 0.9 35.5 t 0.5 45.4 2 0.3 
W/+ f/+ 48.8 t 1.3 38.2 t 1.0 36.1 t 0.8 45.9 t 0.1 
+/+ f/f 31.5 t 0.5 36.8 f 0.5 34.5 t 0.6 44.3 t 0.5 
W/+ f/f 35.9 t 0.6 37.9 t 0.6 35.8 t 0.5 45.4 t 0.5 

60 days 

9.54 t 0.11 
9.89 t 0.18 
9.24 t 0.11 
9.61 i 0.10 

51 t 1 
51 t 1 
51 C 1 
51 t 1 

48.8 t 0.3 
49.4 t 0.5 
47.3 t 0.3 
48.6 t 0.3 

Mean f standard error, millions of erythrocytes per cubic millimeter blood. Each mean is based on at least 20 

f Probability determined by Student's t-test for paired comparison of littermate means. 
$ Mean ? standard error, erythrocyte volume in cubic microns. Each mean is based on at  least 20 animals. 
§ Mean % standard error, ratio packed red cell volume to total blood volume, in percent. Each mean is based on at  

animals. 

least 20 animals. 

newborns is recessive, since no significant difference was observed between mean 
counts for +/+ +/+ and +/+ f/+, nor between W/+ +/+ and W/+ f/+ 
counts; however, no littermate comparisons were possible in these cases. At all 
ages tested, except 60 days, the mean red cell number was higher in mice of W/+ 
genotypes than in mice of the corresponding +/+ genotypes. This suggestion 
of a possible effect on red cell number of a single dose of the mutant W allele was 
confirmed by paired comparisons of the intra-litter mean red-cell counts at 0 to 
14 days fo r  W/+ and +/+ individuals in segregating litters (Table 2). 

Under certain conditions, both W and f have significant effects on mean ery- 
tlirocyte volume (Table 2). During the period from birth to 60 days, red cell 
volume decreases sharply in mice of all genotypes. At 0 days the mean volumes 
of +/+ f/f and W/+ f/f erythrocytes are markedly smaller than those of cor- 
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954 E. S.’ RUSSELL A N D  E. C. MC FARLAND 

responding f/+ red cells, but at 7 days postnatal the f/f erythrocytes are signifii. 
cantly larger (Table ‘2) .  There is also evidence of difference in mean erythrocyte 
volume between mice of corresponding +/+ and W/+ genotypes (Table 2). 
Intralitter paired comparisons on two backgrounds (f/f and f/+) demonstrated 
that, at least from birth through 14 days, the mean erythrocyte volumes of W/+ 
mice are significantly smaller than those of corresponding +/+ mice (Table 2). 
This finding is unexpected, since at all ages the erythrocytes of W/W mice are 
extremely macrocytic. In the present body of data, all differences in mean 
erythrocyte volume have been eliminated by 60 days. 

The hematocrit percentages of all non-flexed mice were over 43% at birth, 
dropped to 36 to 38% at 7 and 14 days, and regained the level characteristic of 
both newborns and adults (44 to 49%) by 29 days. The hematocrit percentages 
of flexed mice, on the other hand, were low at birth (31 to 36%, Table 2),  but 
remain unchanged during the first week after birth, so that at 7 days, 14 days, 
and all subsequent ages, there were no significant differences in hematocrit per- 
centage between mice of corresponding +/+, f/+ and f/f genotypes. The mean 
hematocrit percentages of W/+ mice were always as high or higher than those 
of corresponding +/+ mice, indicating that the smaller mean cell volume of 
W/+ mice was always adequately compensated by increased red cell number. 
In many cases the mean hematocrit percentage of W/+ mice was higher than 
that of corresponding +/+ mice, suggesting an overcompensation, or over- 
dominance. 

TABLE 3 

Changes in body weight from birth to 60 days in FL/Re mice diflering in W and f genotype 

Genotype 

Age Sex +/+ f/+ w/+ f/+ +/+ f/f W/+ f/f 
0 days 0 1.52* 1.39 1.34 1.41 

8 1.54 1.54 1.36 1.41 
Comb. 1.53 k 0.lO-t 1.46 i 0.04 1.35 f 0.04 1.41 i 0.04 

7 days 0 5.2 4.9 4.1 4.4 
8 5.1 5.3 4.0 4.6 

14 days 0 8.9 8.2 7.3 7.5 
Comb. 5.1 +. 0.2t 5.1 f 0.2 4.1 t 0.2 4.5 f 0.2 

8 9.6 8.6 7.0 7.0 
Comb. 9.3 f 0.3t 8.4 f 0.5 7.2 t 0.3 7.2 f 0.2 

28 days 0 16.5 & 1.2% 13.4 f 1.6 12.4 f 0.6 13.3 f 0.7 
8 18.6 f 1.0 16.7 f 1.9 14.4 C 0.5 12.5 +. 1.3 

60 days 0 23.4 2 0.6% 22.7 f 0.9 18.8 f 0.7 19.2 f 0.7 
8 25.9 f 1.1 26.9 t 1.4 22.4 C 0.5 21.3 C 1.4 

Probability (intralitter difference f/+ vs. f / j )  < .OOl$ 

Probability (intralitter difference j / +  vs. j / f )  < . O l $  

* Mean weight in grams. Each mean is based on at least 20 nnimals. 
t Mean and standard error weight in grams ,  calculated on sexes combined. At 0, 7, and 14 days sex appears to have 

t Mean and standard error of weight in grams, calculated for each sex separately. The influence of sex is apparent in 

S Probability determined by Student’s t-test for paired comparisons of like-sexed littermates. 

no significant effect on weight. 

all genotypes except W / +  f / f .  
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PLEIOTROPISM I N  THE M O U S E  955 

Body weight: At all ages tested, mice of the f/f genotypes were smaller than 
those of corresponding f/+ genotypes (Table 3 ) .  Intralitter comparisons between 
mean values for f/f and f/+ mice demonstrated that the effect of f/f substitution 
on body weight is highly significant (Table 3 ) .  It is particularly interesting that 
the effect of f/f versus f/+ gene substitution on body weight is still very marked 
at 60 days, long after all evidence of the transitory anemia of flexed has been 
erased. The substitution of W/+ for +/+ has no significant effect on body 
weight (differences observed at 0 to 14 days may easily be due to chance: P = 
.3 ) .  These findings suggest that the gene-associated reduction of body weight in 
flexed mice is in some way related to lowered hematocrit percentage, observed 
only in newborn f / f  mice. 

Pigmentation: Both W / t  f/+ and +/+ f/f mice invariably show moderate 
ventral white spotting, with similar total white areas in mice of both genotypes 
(Table 4).  In mice of these two genotypes, the dorsal surface is almost completely 
colored. The amount of white-spotting in W/+ f/f mice, carrying both spotting 
genes. is much more than the sum of the amounts of white observed in W / t  
//+ and +/t f/f mice (Table 4 ) .  If one compares the ventral surfaces only, the 
mean white area in W/+ f/f mice (females, 54.7%, males 59.7%) is greater 
than the sum of the areas in mice with the two contributing genotypes (W/+ 
f/+: females, 22.0%, males 27.5%; +/+ f/f: females, 22.9%, males 23.6%).  
The dorsal spotting observed in all W/+ f/f mice represents an extension of the 
belly spot onto the back. When this dorsal white area is included in the assess- 
ment of percent white-spotting, it is even more clear that W/+ f/f mice show a 
high degree of hyperadditive spotting resulting from the combination of W/+ 
and f / f  spotting effects. 

DISCUSSION 

The development of an inbred mouse strain, FL/Re, homozygous for the geno- 
type t/+ f/f, along with concomitant development of congenic stocks containing 
heterozygous W/+ and f/+ carrier mice, has made possible precise quantitative 
evaluation of the pleiotropic effects of W and f genic substitutions on blood values, 
body growth, and pattern of white-spotting. These studies confirmed previous 
reports (GRUNEBERG 1942a) that newborn f/f mice have both fewer and smaller 
red blood cells than do their f/+ littermates, and consequently have an espe- 

TABLE 4 

Proportional areas of white-spotting in hair coats of FL/Re mice of three genotypes 

Females Males 

Genotype Dorsal Ventral Dorsal Ventral 

w / t  f/+ 1.0 & 0.5* 22.0 t 1.8 0.5 & 0.1 27.5 4 1.0 +/+ f/f 0 22.9 t 2.2 0.7 k 0.4 23.6 & 1.4 
w/+ f/f 21.4 & 2.2 54.7 +. 2.0 23.7 t 2.3 59.7 4 2.2 

* hlean -C standard error, proportion white area to total area, expressed as percent. 
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956 E. S. RUSSELL AND E. C. MC FARLAND 

cially low hematocrit percentage (Table 2). The low body weight observed in 
these same newborn f/f mice (Table 3 )  is probably a secondary pleiotropic effect 
of their anemic state during fetal development and at birth. During the first week 
after birth the blood picture of f/f mice improves markedly: at 7 days their red 
cell number is not significantly different from that of f/+ littermates; their mean 
erythrocyte volume is actually significantly higher than that of f/+ littermates, 
possibly because of a higher proportion of newly formed cells; and their hemato- 
crit percentage equals that of 7-day f/+ mice. From these data it appears that 
any pleiotropic effects of f/f versus f/+ genic substitution regarded as secondary 
to their transitory anemia must be fully determined before 7 days postnatal. This 
poses no problem to the secondary-effect hypothesis as an interpretation of the 
white-spotting of f/f mice, since migration of melanoblasts from the neural crest 
to their final position in or near hair follicles occurs between the 8th and 12th 
days of fetal life (RAWLES 1947). It does, however, indicate either that the per- 
sistent small body size of f/f mice results from deleterious effects of anemia dur- 
ing fetal life or in the first postnatal week; or else that the reduction of growth 
associated with f/f versus f/+ gene substitution is a separate gene effect com- 
pletely independent of their transitory anemia. 

The significant effects of W/+ versus +/+ genic substitution on blood values 
were quite surprising; in previous studies smaller than normal erythrocyte 
volumes have sometimes been observed in W/+ mice, but large numbers of paired 
comparisons were never available to test the reliability of these observations. The 
severe, usually lethal, anemia of W/W mice is highly macrocytic, and it is hard 
to understand the contrasting effects of single and double doses of this particular 
mutant gene. It may be that erythrocytes of W/W mice are drawn into the 
circulation before they have completed differentiation (each division of differ- 
entiating erythropoietic cells is usually associated with a reduction in cell diam- 
eter). It is also hard to understand the contrasting effects on erythrocyte volume 
of single doses of the W versus W" mutant alleles; W"/+ erythrocytes are 
slightly macrocytic ( GRUNEBERG 1942c; RUSSELL 1949), while the present evi- 
dence indicates that W/+ erythrocytes are slightly microcytic. We will not at- 
tempt to account for the microcytosis of W/+ at this time but will content our- 
selves with demonstrating its existence. In  any case, we have observed no anemia 
in W/+ mice; their smaller cell size was completely compensated by significantly 
increased red cell number, and hematocrit percentages did not differ significantly 
from those of comparable +/+ mice (Table 2).  Since all of our determinations 
were taken on mice which had already been born, we do not have direct evidence 
on the question of possible extremely transitory anemia at some early develop- 
mental stage. However, none of the existing evidence (DEABERLE 1927; RUSSELL 
and FONDAL 1951; RUSSELL and MCFARLAND 1965) suggests anemia in fetal 
W/+ mice. The body weight of W/+ mice is also not significantly different from 
that of +/+ littermates at any stage. Thus it appears that the ventral white- 
spotting observed in W/+ f/+ mice cannot be a secondary effect of anemia dur- 
ing prenatal or immediate postnatal developmental stages, and also cannot be 
associated with impaired body growth. All of these findings suggest that the 
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PLEIOTROPISM IN THE MOUSE 95 7 

white-spotting effect of W/+ versus +/+ genic substitution must be attributed 
1.0 direct gene action in or on pigment-forming cells, quite independent of W 
gene action affecting hematopoiesis. 

The hyperadditive spotting (RUSSELL 1955) observed in W/+ f / f  mice deserves 
special emphasis. Using terms frequently employed in quantitative genetic stud- 
ies, this spotting effect may be considered an example of epistasis. The mean 
proportional area of white on W/+ f / f  animals was much greater than the sum 
of the mean proportional areas observed on W/+ f /+ and +/+ f / f  mice. Yet at 
all ages the blood values were exactly what would be expected from the combina- 
tion of effects of W/+ versus +/+ and of f / f  versus f /+ genic substitutions 
which we have already discussed. At birth, the red cell numbers of both W/+ 
j’/ f  and +/+ f / f  mice were significantly lower than those in mice of all other 
genotypes tested, their mean cell volumes were similar to each other and sig- 
nificantly smaller than those of other genotypes, and their hematocrit percentages 
were much lower than those of other newborn mice (Table 2). At 7 days, all 
evidence of anemia had disappeared. At each age tested, the mean red cell count 
of W / &  f / f  mice was significantly higher, and the mean erythrocyte volume 
slightly smaller, than those of +/+ f / f  mice (Table 2). Thus, there is no evidence 
of correlation between amount of white-spotting (much higher in W/+ f / f  than 
in +/+ f / f  mice) and degree of anemia (similar in W/+ f / f  and +/+ f / f  mice). 

All of these findings have implications for interpretation of pleiotropic effects 
of single gene substitutions which combine effects on distribution of pigment in 
the hair coat with pathological effects in other tissues. In the cases we have stud- 
ied, one pathological effect was difference in number and size of red blood cells, 
leading in two particular genotypes (+/+ f / f  and W/+ f / f )  to a transitory 
anemia which was particularly marked during fetal development and persisted 
for less than one week after birth. Restriction of hair pigmentation (white-spot- 
ting) in the mouse may result from neural crest abnormality, with destruction 
of melanoblast precursors; from defects in multiplication or migration of melano- 
blasts. between the 8th and 12th days of fetal development; from defects in differ- 
entiating capacity of melanoblasts after they have reached their final site in the 
hair follicles; or from inhibition of melanoblast differentiation by action of genes 
in the receiving hair follicle ( MARKERT and SILVERS 1956). If the white-spotting 
observed in W/+ +/+ mice, as well as in +/+ f / f  mice, were the result of re- 
stricted migration or multiplication of melanoblasts, secondary to fetal anemia, 
then it follows W/+ +/+ mice must have been anemic at some critical stage of 
development. We have no evidence at all to support this hypothesis. Further, to 
support the hypothesis of spotting as a secondary result of anemia, all increase of 
white-spotting in W/+ f / f  mice, over that observed in congenic W/+ f /+ and 
+-/+ f / f  mice, would have to be associated with corresponding differences in 
blood counts of mice of the same genotypes. We have found no anemia in W/+ 
f /+  mice, and no greater anemia in newborn W/+ f / f  mice than in newborn 
t-/+ f / f  mice. Thus our findings on W/+ spotting fail to support the hypothesis 
of spotting secondary to anemia; our findings with +/+ f / f  spotting fit the 
hypothesis with some difficulty; and findings with W/+ f / f  definitely argue 
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against its pertinence. If the W/+ spotting effect is independent of anemia, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that the f/f spotting effect may also be an independent 
primary gene effect, although we have at present no method for testing this 
specific possibility. 

Total body growth was reduced in +/+ f/f and W / +  f/f mice. It seems prob- 
able (though not proven) that this defective growth is attributable to the transi- 
tory anemia, even though the growth defect persists long after the anemia has 
been eliminated. An alternative explanation is that reduced body growth also 
may be an independent primary effect of f/f versus f/+ gene substitution. As 
with the white-spotting analysis, we have at present no further suggestions as to 
methods for distinguishing between primary and secondary gene effects in the 
causation of reduced body growth in flexed mice. 

We wish to thank DR. MARGARET W. THOMPSON, MISS EDITH KENT, and MRS. MARY HOOPEFI 
for invaluable assistance in development and maintenance of the FL/Re inbred stocks and for 
technical assistance in collection of the data reported in this paper. 

SUMMARY 

An inbred mouse strain, FL/Re-f/f, has been developed along with congenic 
stocks differing at the W and f genetic loci. This makes possible quantitative 
evaluation of effects of these genic substitutions on postnatal blood values and 
body growth (0 to 60 days) and distribution of hair pigmentation.-At birth f/f 
mice have fewer and smaller red cells, and lower mean hematocrit percentages, 
than congenic normal mice; all evidence of anemia has disappeared by 7 days 
postnata1.-Intralitter paired comparisons have demonstrated a highly signifi- 
cant increase in number and decrease in mean cell volume in W / +  mice over 
that observed in congenic +/+ mice, without evidence of anemia, since these 
opposing effects balance each other. (This unequivocal microcytosis in W/+ 
mice is surprising, since W/W mice suffer from very severe macrocytic anemia.) 
-Substitution of f/f for f/+ results in significantly impaired total body growth, 
already apparent at birth and persisting at least to 60 days postnatal. W/+ 
versus +/+ genic substitution has no significant effect on body growth.-Both 
f/f versus f/+ genic substitution, and W/+ versus +/+ genic substitution, lead 
to a moderate degree of ventral white-spotting; combination of these two gene 
substitutions ( W/+ f/f mice) produces a hyperadditive spotting effect, with 
white area extending over much of the dorsal surface.-The pigment restriction 
and restricted growth associated with f/f versus f/+ genic substitution may be 
secondary results of fetal anemia, or may result from direct action of f genes in 
primarily affected tissue. The pigment restriction associated with W / +  versus 
+/+ genic substitution, and the hyperadditive portion of pigment restriction in 
W / +  f/f mice, may be attributed to primary gene action in primarily affected 
tissues rather than to secondary effects of W gene action in hematopoietic tissue. 
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